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Ultramarines  
HonoUr GUard
Many Chapters maintain a core of the most celebrated and 
experienced warriors, and field them in battle as an Honour 
Guard. Most Chapters can only amass a handful of such 
Battle-Brothers, but the greatest of the Adeptus Astartes, in 
particular the Ultramarines, can muster as many as two dozen. 
Each Honour Guard is a veteran of countless campaigns, for 
whom no enemy in the galaxy presents but the slightest 
degree of doubt. The warrior has been selected, and has 
agreed, to become a champion of the Chapter based on his 
glorious career. In battle, the Honour Guards form a retinue 
that accompanies the Chapter Master, providing him with a 
degree of protection that no other force could match. Each 
Honour Guard bears weapons that are in themselves amongst 
the most precious relics of the Chapter, and his armour is the 
finest artificer-wrought war plate dating from the Chapter’s 
earliest days. Though their martial skills are without equal, 
this is not the only reason the Honour Guards take to the 
field. So experienced is each Honour Guard that a single 
word of counsel can turn the tide of battle, and even the 
Chapter Master knows to heed their words. Perhaps the most 
sacred of an Honour Guard’s duties is to carry and protect the 
Chapter banner, bearing it aloft so that all may take 
heart from its colours.

Though countless Battle-Brothers 
of the Ultramarines Chapter 
have served in the ranks of the 
Deathwatch, comparatively few have 
done so whilst holding the rank of 
Honour Guard. When individual 
Ultramarines Honour Guards 
take the Apocryphon Oath, it is 
momentous, for it signifies that 
the Honour Guard is present as 
a champion and representative 
of his entire Chapter. The 
Oath he takes rests not simply 
on his own honour, but on that of 
every Ultramarines Battle-Brother. Should 
he fail in its fulfilment, he has failed not 
only himself, but every son of Roboute 
Guiliman ever to have lived.

What situation might cause an 
Ultramarines Honour Guard to take 
his leave of his Chapter and join the 
Deathwatch? Firstly, grave bonds 
of honour and duty link the two 
Chapters, and have done so since 
the earliest days of the Conclave 
of Orphite IV. The two have 
fought alongside one another in 
numerous battles, and in so doing 
forged unbreakable bonds of kinship. 
At other times, the Deathwatch has found 
itself facing a foe which its leaders 
know to be a figure of special hatred 

for the Ultramarines, and considered itself honour bound to 
inform the Chapter. On discovering that some ancient enemy 
of the Chapter is abroad, the Ultramarines might despatch a 
strike force to fight alongside the Deathwatch, but if no such 
force is available, a single Honour Guard is despatched to join 
the Deathwatch and represent his entire Chapter in the battle 
ahead. His is the duty and the honour of fighting the final 
confrontation and striking the last, killing blow, for the glory 
of the Ultramarines and all their kin.

Most instances of an Ultramarines Honour Guard joining 
the Deathwatch are relatively short-lived and confined to 
a particular battle. However, there are a rare handful of 
other secondments for a longer term. It is likely that the 
Librarians of both Chapters have foreseen some coming 
battle in which the Honour Guard will play a pivotal 
role, or that the masters have decreed that some particular 
enemy must be brought to justice within a given timeframe. 
Such instances make it necessary for the Honour Guard 
to stand the Long Watch alongside other members of the 
Deathwatch for as long as is needed, whether it be months, 
years or even decades.

Playing an Honour guard
Requirements: Ultramarines only, Rank 6+, Renown 

80+, WS 50+, must have the Duty 
Unto Death and Exemplar of Honour 
Talents, may not be a Librarian, 
Apothecary or Techmarine.

Cost: 5,000xp
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Honour Guard Wargear
Honour Guard gain Artificer Armour as standard issue wargear 
(see page 28 of the Deathwatch rulebook). In addition, upon 
taking this Advanced Speciality they may replace any one 
of their existing weapons (either standard issue or gained 
through a Signature Wargear Talent) with a Master-Crafted 
version of the same weapon.

Honour Guard special ability: astartes 
Paragon
The Honour Guard represent the best and brightest of the 
Chapter, warriors who are amongst the most skilled and 
experienced of any Ultramarine alive, and who exemplify the 
virtues espoused by Roboute Guilliman within the Codex 
Astartes. Few would doubt that they should be counted 
alongside the Chapter’s greatest heroes. Even for Adeptus 
Astartes of other Chapters, the presence of such paragons of 
the Adeptus Astartes ideal is inspiring, and their skill and 
experience makes them a valuable member of any Kill-Team.

An Honour Guard’s long service and considerable 
experience is an asset to any team leader, and means that he 
is more than capable of leading in his own right. A Kill-Team 
containing an Honour Guard adds +2 to its Cohesion.

new talent: Honour or death
The Battle-Brother is a champion of the Ultramarines and of 
the Adeptus Astartes as a whole, and stands defiant against 
the mightiest of foes. It is his duty and his honour to face 
enemy champions in battle, and often to deal the killing blow 
against such creatures. Once per combat, when attacking an 
enemy Elite- or Master-level creature in melee, the Battle-
Brother may choose to gain one of the following benefits: 
his weapon gains the Proven (3) quality, his weapon gains the 
Felling (1) quality, his weapon gains the Razor-Sharp quality, 
or he receives an additional +1 Renown (if Elite) or +1d5 
Renown (if a Master) if he slays the creature single-handed.

THe Honoured Few

The Ultramarines are not the only Chapter to possess 
an Honour Guard—indeed, there are a great many 
Chapters who have warriors of this calibre amongst 
their number, often serving as the personal guard and 
highest advisors of their Chapter’s Master, sometimes 
as their own unit (such as the Blood Angels’ 
Sanguinary Guard) or sometimes as the greatest of 
the Chapter’s Veteran Company.

At the GM’s discretion, the Honour Guard Advanced 
Speciality may be made available to Astartes of Chapters 
other than the Ultramarines. In such instances, the 
GM is encouraged to alter the prerequisites, wargear 
and some of the available advances to suit the specific 
themes and inclinations of the Chapter.

Table 2–13: Honour Guard Advances
Advance Cost Type Prerequisites
Lore: Forbidden (Adeptus Astartes) 300 Skill –
Lore: Forbidden (Adeptus Astartes) +10 500 Skill Lore: Forbidden (Adeptus Astartes)
Lore: Forbidden (Adeptus Astartes) +20 500 Skill Lore: Forbidden (Adeptus Astartes) +10
Lore: Scholastic (any) (x2) 500 Skill –
Lore: Scholastic (Codex Astartes) +10 400 Skill Lore: Scholastic (Codex Astartes)
Lore: Scholastic (Codex Astartes) +20 400 Skill Lore: Scholastic (Codex Astartes) +10
Tactics (any) 400 Skill –
Tactics (any) +10 400 Skill Tactics (any)
Tactics (any) +20 400 Skill Tactics (any) +10
Air of Authority 600 Talent Fel 30
Combat Master 1,000 Talent WS 30
Counter Attack 800 Talent WS 40
Crushing Blow 800 Talent S 40
Fearless 1,000 Talent –
Good Reputation (any) 800 Talent Peer (chosen organisation), Fel 50
Honour or Death 1,500 Talent –
Lightning Attack 800 Talent Swift Attack
Peer (any) 500 Talent Fel 30
Signature Wargear (Hero) (any) 2,000 Talent –
Sound Constitution (x2) 1,000 Talent –
Swift Attack 800 Talent WS 35
Unbowed and Unbroken 1200 Talent Fel 40
Wall of Steel 800 Talent Ag 35
Wisdom of the Ancients 800 Talent Int 40


